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C H A P T E R  2

BACKGROUND

2.1  Functional Testing versus Structural Testing

As defined by the IEEE, a fault is a bug in a system, and a failure is the incorrect

behavior of the system induced by a fault [33]. Testing is the process of exercising or

evaluating a system by manual or automated means to verify that it satisfies specified

requirements or to identify differences between expected and actual results. Testing is

used to detect faults. Testing falls into two categories: functional testing and structural

testing [32, 34~40].
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Functional testing is based on the fact that a system can be considered to be a

function that maps values from its input domain to values in its output range. It is also

called black box testing, in which the implementation of the system is unknown but its

function is understood completely in terms of its inputs and outputs [35]. The specification

of the system is used to design test cases. There are two advantages to functional testing.

First, the same test plan and test cases can be reused if the implementation of the system

changes. Second, the test plan and test cases can be designed in parallel with the

implementation to reduce overall project development time. The disadvantages to

functional testing are that some test cases may be redundant and some part of the system

may not be tested. Figure 2.1 shows a system viewed as a black box.

Inputs Outputs

Figure 2.1 A System Viewed as a Black Box

Functional testing has been widely used in testing area. Cohen, Dalal, Fredman,

and Patton [72] introduced an approach that uses combinational designs to generate tests

that cover the pair-wise, triple, or n-way combinations of a system’s test parameters that

are used to determine the system’s test scenarios. The size of a test set grows

logarithmically in the number of test parameters. Ostrand and Balcer [73] proposed a

category-partition method that uses partitioning to generate functional tests for complex
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software systems. This method decomposes the functional specification into functional

units that can be tested independently. The categories of influences on the functional units

are identified and the categories are partitioned into choices. A test case for a functional

unit is then specified by choosing a representative from each class. Vemuri, Mamtora,

Sinha, Kumar, Roy, and Vutukuru [74] presented a simulation-centered approach to

functional validation based on the analysis of specification language constructs, design

example formation to cover combinations of constructs, test bench generation, and

automated test result comparison. Ramachandran [75] proposed a requirement-driven

scenario testing approach for interactive systems. In this approach the test cases are

derived from system models. Techniques that aim to detect errors early in the life-cycle are

investigated. Walsh and Hoffman [46] presented an approach to algorithmic testing of

VHDL designs, in which a testing interface and a driver generator are created. A scripting

language is used to describe the relationship among the input sequence to the circuit under

test, the actual output values, and the expected output values.

Structural testing is also called white box testing (or glass box testing or clear box

testing), where the implementation of the system is known and used to derive test cases.

Test cases are selected with a goal to achieve or at least approach complete structural

coverage in some sense. For example, for 100% statement coverage every statement has

to be exercised at least once, and for 100% branch coverage every decision has to be

exercised at least once [36]. This limits the set of test cases to a relatively small size with
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respect to the full set of programmed behaviors. Figure 2.2 shows a VHDL model viewed

as a glass box.

Inputs Outputs

…………..
for I in 0 to 2 loop
  if A(I) = ‘1’ then
     NUM := NUM + 1;
  end if;
end loop;
…………...

Figure 2.2 A VHDL Model Viewed as a Glass Box

The conventional automatic test generation algorithms for combinational circuits

such as the D-algorithm [76], PODEM (Path Oriented Decision Making) [77], and FAN

(Fanout-Oriented Test Generation) [78] are examples of structural testing approaches.

Several research efforts can be found in [79~84].

This dissertation adopts the functional approach for VHDL model testing. To

measure the effectiveness of the generated test vector set and ensure that the MUT is fully

tested, mutation analysis, which is a form of the structural approach, is performed and

both statement coverage and branch coverage are evaluated. Also, Chapter 7 applies a

structural approach to isolating faulty modules of hierarchical circuits.

2.2  Test Bench

A test bench is an executable VHDL model that instantiates the model under test

(MUT), drives the MUT with a set of test vectors, and compares its response with the
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expected response [30]. A test bench is the top level in the model hierarchy and is the

entity that is simulated when testing the MUT.

Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical test bench, which contains a stimulus generator, a

model under test, and a comparator. The stimulus generator generates the test vectors,

inputs them to the MUT, and provides the comparator with the expected response. The

MUT sends its response to the comparator. The comparator compares the model response

with the expected response, and generates an appropriate Go/No Go signal that is either a

Boolean value indicating whether a MUT passes a specific test, or a metric of quality for

the test result.

Stimulus
Generator

Test
Vectors

Response

Expected Response

Model
Under
Test

Comparator Go/No Go

Model State

Adaptive Testing

Figure 2.3 A Typical Test Bench

There are two types of feedback. First, the MUT can feed its state back to the

stimulus generator and allow interaction between these two components. Second, the

comparator signals can be fed back to the stimulus generator to allow adaptive testing.
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Three test bench configurations, that is, off-line, on-line nonadaptive, and online

adaptive[54], have been investigated in this research. They are described as follows.

1.  Off-line Test Bench Configuration. As shown in Figure 2.4, the stimulus

generator reads the test vectors from a file and at the appropriate time sends

the test vectors through the interface to the model under test. The comparator

also reads the expected responses from a file, and generates an appropriate

Go/No Go signal.

Stimulus
Generator

Test
Vectors

ResponseModel
under
Test

Comparator Go/No Go

Expected
Response
Data File

Stimulus
Data File

Figure 2.4 An Off-line Test Bench Configuration

2.  Online Nonadaptive Test Bench Configuration. Figure 2.5 shows an online

nonadaptive test bench configuration, where back-to-back testing is done with

a “gold” model of the MUT being run in parallel with the MUT. The test

vectors produced by the stimulus generator are forwarded to both the MUT

and the gold model which is assumed to provide the correct responses to
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stimuli. The comparator compares the actual response with the expected

response and generates an appropriate Go/No Go signal.

MUT
Stimulus
Generator

Gold Model
    of MUT
  Behavior

Comparartor

Test
Vectors Response

Expected Response

Go/No Go

Stimulus & Expected
Response Generator

Figure 2.5 A Non-adaptive Test Bench Configuration

3.  Online Adaptive Test Bench Configuration. The online adaptive test bench

configuration is the most complex type. An online adaptive test bench

computes the stimuli during simulation by taking into account the actions of

the MUT. Figure 2.3 illustrates an online adaptive test bench.

Chapter 5 will discuss how these three test bench configurations are used in the

test planning system.
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2.3  RASSP Test Bench Generator

A test bench generator was developed here at Virginia Tech [10, 54, 55] as a part

of the research work done on the Rapid Prototyping of Application Specific Signal

Processors (RASSP) program [17]. The purpose of the test bench generator is to allow a

signal processing system designer to configure a high-level test bench for VHDL models

of a signal processing system. It focuses on the construction of test benches at a high level

of abstraction, thus minimizing the amount of detailed information that the modeler has to

provide.

Figure 2.6 shows the overall structure of the RASSP test bench generator which

was implemented on the SAR system. The system specification contains general

requirements and specific requirements which together specify the system being modeled.

General requirements are generalized system specifications which define a class of

systems. For example, the specification that “the stimulus generator for the SAR system

must generate a sequence of samples representing the returned linear FM pulses at a fixed

sampling rate” is a general requirement. Specific requirements specify the values of the

system parameters. For example, the term “linear FM pulses” implies several system

parameters including bandwidth, pulse width, carrier frequency, and pulse repetition

frequency. These system parameters can be specified by values of 600 MHz, 30 µs, 33.56

GHz, and 1.5 KHz, respectively, to form specific requirements. The specific requirements

are further divided into two categories. Those independent of others are termed primary
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specific requirements (or primary requirements for short), which are used to define test

cases. The rest are called derived specific requirements (or derived requirements for

short) [53, 57].

VHDL Test
Bench Library
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Figure 2.6 RASSP Test Bench Generator

The general requirements are applied to develop VHDL code elements based on

system mathematics using high level system design tools. These code elements are

primarily behavioral models. They are refined in a VHDL test bench library from which

structural models can be constructed. A test bench can then be developed as an unbound

structural architecture. Default values of the primary specific requirements are stored in a

specification repository. They are received by a test plan interface that divides test

scenarios into test groups. The test plan interface overrides these default values based on

the test group to be employed, and passes them to a requirements interface. The
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requirements interface generates the derived specific requirements. Both primary specific

requirements and derived specific requirements become generic values of the test benches.

The test plan interface also provides the information on library models to be bound to the

test bench. The MUT and the stimulus generator are selected from the VHDL test bench

library. Given the four elements: MUT, stimulus generator, generic values, and library

models, a test bench is fully assembled and a test is ready for simulation [53].

The RASSP test bench generator is very primitive. First, the test bench generated

by the RASSP test bench generator implemented on the SAR system is not simulation-

efficient. Generating a set of full-scaled test vectors for a test case may take days of

simulation time. Chapter 3 addresses this problem and provides a practical remedy for this.

Second, the test plan interface is very primitive. The user manually accepts a test group

and sets up a test. The test groups are predefined in a flat manner. The user does not have

the flexibility to modify a test plan or create new test groups. Chapter 4 proposes a test

planning framework into which test plans, test goals, test cases, test strategies, and test

oracles can be defined using a tree structure. Chapter 5 presents the test planning system

that is integrated with the RASSP test bench generator, where the user can create on his

own a machine readable test plan that works as a road map through the whole automated

testing process.
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2.3.1  Specification Repository

The development of the RASSP test bench generator is based on the goal of

having the test bench be an immediate interpretation of the specification. It is desirable to

convert the system specification into a machine readable form [43, 44] and link it to test

benches so that the test benches can automatically reflect any changes in the system

specification.

The specification repository is where the system specification is stored. Since the

personnel dealing directly with the specific requirements are frequently not knowledgeable

in the VHDL language [15], it is desirable to develop a high level specification repository

for easy specification storage and retrieval. A specification repository can be developed as

a system level block diagram using schematic capture tools such as Synopsys Graphical

Environment (SGE) [19], where the blocks correspond to the physical system components

with associated primary requirements stored and represented as symbol attributes [52].

One can click the mouse on a block and an associated window then pops up, from which

the primary requirements can be edited and altered easily. SGE has a VHDL interface

which can capture the system schematic as well as the block attributes and generate the

VHDL code. The code generated is a structural model where the schematic blocks are

represented by VHDL entities with generic maps and empty architecture bodies. A parser

has been developed in C to extract the requirements names, values, and units from the
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generic maps. The specification repository provides a mechanism for the test engineer to

change the default requirements values used in the test benches.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the system level schematic of the SAR system, which is

composed of blocks of the transmitter, antenna, receiver, target, noise, SAR processor,

and display. It shows that the transmitter block is associated with four primary specific

requirements: bandwidth of transmitted signal, carrier frequency, pulse width of

transmitted signal, and pulse repetition frequency. In this case the requirement bandwidth

of transmitted signal is being selected and can be altered in the dialog box of the pop up

window.

Figure 2.7 System Level Schematic of SAR
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2.3.2  Requirements Interface

The requirements interface links the test plan interface to the test bench. It is a

math model which takes primary specific requirements from the test plan as input and

produces the derived requirements as output. Both primary and derived specific

requirements are used as values for generics in the test bench. The math model can be

realized in many forms, e.g., a spreadsheet, a requirements capture tool such as RDD-100

[27], or a program segment coded in languages such as C or Matlab [62]. Figure 2.8

illustrates the requirements interface for SAR [47]. The math model with nominal [9]

value computation follows.

• Pulse width of received signal

 = pulse width of transmitted signal + (2 × swath width / speed of light)

 = 30 µs + 2 × 375m / (3 × 108 m/s) = 32.5 µs

• Bandwidth of received signal

 = bandwidth of transmitted signal × pulse width of received signal / pulse width of

transmitted signal

 = 600 MHz × 32.5 µs / 30 µs = 650 MHz

• Sampling frequency > 2 × carrier frequency = 2 × 33.56 GHz = 67.12 GHz

 Choose sampling frequency = 70 GHz

• Decimation factor

 = sampling frequency / resampling frequency
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 = 70 GHz / 125 MHz = 560

• Number of samples after decimation

= pulse width of the received signal × resampling frequency even

= 32.5 µs × 125 MHz  even = 4,062.5 even = 4,064

Primary Specific Requirements Derived Specific Requirements

Requirements
Interface

     

target sizes
target ranges

carrier frequency
pulse repetition frequency

bandwidth of transmitted signal
normalized noise standard deviation

pulse width of transmitted signal
resampling frequency

nominal range
swath width

decimation factor
sampling frequency

pulse width of received signal
bandwidth of received signal

number of samples

Figure 2.8 Requirements Interface for SAR

2.4  Overview of Synthetic Aperture Radar

This section overviews the background of the Synthetic Aperture Radar which is

used as a case study in this work.

The purpose of an airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar is to map the target images

on the ground. The SAR carried on the aircraft transmits a sequence of chirp pulses

toward the swath (illustrated in Figure 2.9(a)), and collects the signals returned from the
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objects in the swath (depicted in Figures 2.9(b)). A chirp signal is a FM signal whose

frequency is a linear function of time throughout the pulse duration [9, 10, 20~24].

The transmitted pulses hit the objects and are reflected back to the SAR antenna.

Ideally, the returned signal is a delayed version of the transmitted signal with attenuation.

The delay depends on the range of the objects: the larger the range is, the longer the SAR

receiver has to wait for the return. As shown in Figure 2.9(b), pulses returned from the

two objects closer to the radar arrive sooner than the those returned from the two objects

farther away. Since the frequency of the returned chirp signal is proportional to its time

delay which is in turn proportional to the target range due to the constant speed of light,

the frequency of the returned signal is proportional to the target range. By applying signal

processing techniques such as deramp compression processing and fast Fourier transform

on the returned signal, the frequency information can measured and thus also the time

delay and the range information of the objects.

swath

(a) Transmitted Pulse toward Objects
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swath

(b) Returned Pulses from Objects

Figure 2.9 SAR Pulse and Objects

2.4.1  Mathematics of SAR Stimulus Generator

This section describes the mathematics used in the stimulus generator of the SAR

test bench. The objective is to generate radar returns from the targets, which are to be

applied as test vectors to SAR processors for range compression processing. As stated in

the previous section, the rationale is that the frequencies of the SAR signal returns are

proportional to the target ranges. The SAR processors then use DSP schemes to retrieve

the frequencies of the target return signal and thus derive the target ranges. The

description of the SAR stimulus generator algorithm follows [11].

Suppose that the transmitted linear FM with high bandwidth time product is

x t ej f t Ktc( ) ( / )= +2 22π ,    | | /t t p< 2 (2.1)
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If the linear FM is scattered back by a unit point target at range R ct0 0 2= / , the received

signal will be

y t x t t ej f t t K t tc( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) / )= − = − + −η η π
0

2 20 0
2

,    | | /t t t p− <0 2  (2.2)

where η is the reflection factor of the point target. The received signal has a frequency

f f K t tc= + −( )0 , which depends on time, so that full resolution processing is not

possible by simple frequency filtering. Therefore, it is desirable to down-convert both

signals and perform deramp compression. The transmitted signal after down-conversion is

x t ed
j Kt( ) = π 2

,    | | /t t p< 2 (2.3)

The down-converted received signal is

y t ed
j f t K t tc( ) [ ( ) ]= − + −η π π2 0 0

2

,    | | /t t t p− <0 2  (2.4)

In deramp compression, the down-converted transmitted signal is first conjugated to form

a reference signal:

x t x t eref d
j Kt( ) ( )*= = − π 2

,    | | /t t p< 2 (2.5)

A mixer is then applied, i.e., x tref ( )  is multiplied by y td ( ) :
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v t x t y t eref d
j f t Kt t Ktc( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]= = − − +η π π π2 20 0 0

2

 (2.6)

Note that the phase of v t( )  is

θ π π π( )t f t Kt t Ktc= − − +2 20 0 0
2 (2.7)

Therefore, v t( )  has a frequency of

1

2
20 0 0π

θd t

dt
Kt KR c R

( )
/= − = − ∝ (2.8)

which is directly proportional to the target range. The derivation above is based on the

case of a single point target return. For multiple target returns, the overall received signal

is synthesized by merging the signals scattered by individual point targets. The received

signal becomes

y t x t ti i
i

( ) ( )= −∑η ,    | | / ,t t t ii p− < ∀2 (2.9)

where ti  is the time delay of the return signal from the target i. In this case, v t( )  contains

multiple frequency components, each of which is associated with the range of an individual

target. After down-sampling v t( ) , the output signal can be sent to the MUT of SAR

processors for test simulation.
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Figure 2.10 SPW Block Diagram of SAR Stimulus Generator

For the purpose of verification, the mathematics of the SAR stimulus generator is

modeled using the Signal Processing Workbench (SPW) [18] tool. The block diagram

constructed from the built-in block library of SPW is depicted in Figure 2.10. The target

range in this example is set to 75 meters1 and the sampling frequency to 70GHz. Figure

2.11 depicts the spectrum of the resultant test vectors after fast Fourier transform. The

associated reading shows that the normalized peak frequency falls at -1.4495 × 10-4 Hz. By

multiplying this with the sampling frequency, the peak frequency is calculated as 10.1465

                                               
1  The targets of interest for the SAR system range within 7,260 meters ± 187.5 meters. This is an unrealistic case,

but this example scales down the target range for the purpose of algorithm verification only since, otherwise, the
time and memory required for full-scaled simulation in SPW is more than our computer system can handle. A
practical enhancement that dramatically reduces the time and memory requirement for test bench simulation
without down-scaling is discussed in Chapter 3.
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MHz. From Equation 2.8, the estimated target range is 76 meters which conforms to the

earlier setup [10].
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Figure 2.11 Spectrum of Radar Return


